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workload going into 2010 for both our Singapore and United 
States yard operations. During these difficult times, this 
steady baseload is a welcome circumstance. Our balance of 
naval and commercial focus will also put us in a better position  
during these anticipated tougher times.

It has certainly been a very eventful few months thus far, with 
the global financial credit crisis and the US elections. During 
these uncertain times, we will need to be even closer to 
our customers and be closely attuned to their situation and 
circumstances. 

On the organizational front, we have since merged the 
Technical Office and Design Office to form the new Engineering 
Development Centre (EDC) with total staff strength of 120 
naval architects and engineers. This streamlining we believe 
will result in better accountability and work flow going forward 
so that we can serve our customers better. As with all change, 
the transition is not an easy one but we are all very heartened 
to note everyone in EDC is committed to making the change 
a successful one  

To encourage innovation for increased productivity, we have 
also continued our Kaizen efforts in our Singapore yards and 
the top Kaizen teams were recently recognized for their efforts 
during the National Day celebrations. I hope that the teams 
will continue to build innovation into their daily processes as 
this will create more value for our customers.

The “Tools Down Day” held in October had also provided 
a good occasion for staff to get together to develop esprit 
de corp and to participate in healthy sporting activities like 
the mass aerobics and the 7 aside soccer league which was 
kicked off during the event. We are looking forward to the 
crowning of the winning team at the end of the season.

In Halter Marine, we had recently successfully secured a 
MDA grant from the local government to build a dedicated 
facility to support the recently secured Egyptian Navy Fast 
Missile Craft production program. Most of all, we are all very 
thankful that Halter Marine had escaped this year’s hurricane 
season safe and unscathed. 

I hope you will find this issue of Onward to be useful and 
informative and I am looking forward to updating you again 
with our latest developments in the next issue.

Best wishes

CHANg Cheow Teck
President, ST Marine

Singapore Technologies marine Ltd (Regn No.: 196800180M) 
16 Benoi Rd, Singapore 629882 Tel: (65) 6861 2244 Fax: (65) 6861 3028 www.stengg.com

“Onward” is published quarterly by Singapore Technologies Marine Ltd for our staff and associates. We appreciate your feedback, so please 
email them to comms.marine@stengg.com. No parts of this publication may be reproduced without written permission from the Company. 

29 September 2008 – vT Halter marine secured a contract 
worth US$393m (about S$558m) with the US Navy for the 
Phase II of the egyptian Navy’s Fast missile Craft (FmC) 
project. In addition, a further US$13.5m (about S$19m) was 
added to Phase I as a result of changes to work scope. This 
contract to build three FmCs and the additional Phase I 
award bring the total contract value for this project (Project) 
to approximately US$642m (about S$910m).

Work on Phase II commences immediately and delivery of 
the first FMC is expected by mid 2012. VT Halter Marine is 
the US operations of ST Engineering’s marine arm, Singapore 
Technologies Marine Ltd (ST Marine).

ST Engineering announced on 1 December 2005 that it 
had secured the initial Phase I functional design contract 
for approximately US$29m. Two subsequent contract 
modifications were awarded in November 2006 and June 
2007 respectively for procuring the Project’s long lead 
items which added US$206.5m to the contract. Subsequent 
changes in the scope of work further increased the Phase I 
contract value to the current US$249.2m. With the award of 
Phase II of the Project, the total contract value awarded to ST 
Engineering for the three FMCs amounts to US$642m.

The Fast Missile Craft is designed to perform coastal patrol, 
surveillance, interdiction, surface strike and naval battle 
group support for the 21st century. These vessels will allow 
the Republic of Egypt to maintain the security of its coastal 
regions for both itself and friendly countries, while denying 
access to the areas by any future adversaries. Each vessel 
will be approximately 62m in length and will incorporate ship 
signature control technology. High speed and manoeuvrability 
are two of the ship’s primary assets to fulfil these roles. 
The vessels will also incorporate numerous combat system 
assets and electronic sensors that give them capabilities in 
anti-aircraft, anti-surface and electronic warfare.

“This agreement is exemplary of ST Marine’s commitment 
to our customers. We are pleased that we have fostered a 
lasting relationship with this european customer and are 
today its trusted partner.”

CHANG Cheow Teck
President, ST Marine

ST Marine Secures Fleet Maintenance 
agreement From repeat Customer

ST engineering’s US Shipyard Signs 
Phase ii of Fast Missile Craft Project
AddS A FUrTHer US$406.5m To ToTAL CoNTrACT vALUe

“VT halter Marine is 
honoured to partner the US 
navy in this Fast Missile 
Craft project. This Phase ii 
contract award attests to 
the US navy’s growing trust 
in our design capability and 
sophisticated engineering 
forte.”

CHANG Cheow Teck
President, ST Marine

on 7 August 2008 – ST marine has secured an agreement 
valued at about S$20-25m with a repeat customer for 
fleet maintenance and drydocking of 15 tankers over a 
period of 16 months, commencing September 2008.

After the first issue of Onward was circulated in July, I am 
very heartened by the compliments and encouraging feedback 
that it has been an effective tool of communication with our 
customers and staff. The limited number of copies that we 
had printed was very fast taken up and we have for this issue, 
made a point to produce more copies for distribution. We 
would also like to thank you for the valuable feedback that we 
have received to date to enable us to improve the newsletter 
further.

Since our last issue, in Singapore, 
we have successfully delivered the 
6th Frigate to our rSn, the last 
feeder container vessel to oeL, 
launched the second roro vessel, 
laid keel for the ropax vessel & 
ahTS. For our environmental 
engineering business, we have also 
successfully completed FaT of the 
transfer stations for the Keppel 
Qatar project. in our US yards, 
we have continued to deliver the 
Crowley aTB, noaa FSV, launched 
the PSV, FSV and aTBs.

The Marine sector have also thus far announced close to 
S$1.1 billion of new contracts in 2008. Together with the 
earlier backlog that we have secured, we have now a steady 

ST Marine’s agreement with its European customer includes 
reserving drydock space for the customer’s ships when they 
are due for drydocking in the Singapore area. This will allow 
the 15 tankers to be repaired and upgraded in a more timely 
and cost-effective manner.
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on 2 September 2008 - ST marine laid the keel for Singapore’s 
first roll-on/roll-off passenger ferry (ropax) at its main yard 
in benoi. The contract worth approximately $168m to design 
and build the ropax for the French trading and shipping 
company, Louis dreyfus Armateurs (LdA), was announced 
in July last year.

The keel forms the backbone of a ship, hence even in today’s 
modern hull construction, the laying of the keel is celebrated as 
a significant milestone as it marks the beginning of the ship’s 
construction. The 4,900 dwt Ropax, measuring 161m long and 
25.6m wide was originally targeted to carry 930 passengers to 
operate in the English Channel for day and night crossing, but it 
will now be built to carry 1300 passengers after LDA’s additional 
requirement and injection of $5m. Equipped with passenger 
lounges and cabins, restaurants and bars, and a summer deck, 
the passenger vessel has also been designed to carry both 

ST Marine has successfully launched the second Roll-
on-Roll-off (RoRo) vessel on 31 August 2008 at its main 
yard in Benoi. Mr Edouard Louis Dreyfus, Vice President 
of Louis Dreyfus Armateurs (LDA) & member of its 
Exco, LDA project team headed by Mr Herve Lapierre 
and ST Marine’s senior management were on site to 
witness the night launching.

The next phase shall be the start of outfitting works in 
preparing the vessel for harbour and sea acceptance 
trials. The vessel is scheduled for delivery in 1Q2009.

Launching of Second roro Vessel ST Marine Keel Lays Singapore’s First 
roll-on / roll-off Passenger Ferry

On 30 August 2008, ST Marine delivered RSS Supreme, the 
last of the fifth 114m Formidable-Class frigate, to the Republic 
of Singapore Navy (RSN). This delivery marks the completion 
of the frigate programme awarded to DCNS in 2000 to replace 
the Missile gunboats (MgB) in RSN. The first frigate, RSS 
Formidable was built by DCNS in France with the remaining 
five built locally by ST Marine.

rSS Supreme 
delivered to rSn

“ST Marine is very proud 
and honoured today to 
be inked in Singapore’s 
shipbuilding history to 
build its first ropax. We are 
thankful to our customer, 
LDa, the French leader 
in the roro freight and 
passenger market for 
giving us the opportunity 
to create history and 
entrusting us with this new 
ropax. We look forward 
to strengthening our 
partnership for many more 
years to come.”

CHANG Cheow Teck
President, ST Marine

trailers and cars, with a Roll-on/Roll-off (RoRo) lane capacity of 
about 1,500m and car lane capacity of about 2,290m.

The Ropax is expected to be delivered in the first half of 2010 
to increase LDA’s fleet of Ropax ferry to five, all trading in the 
English Channel. 
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The RoPax has a total of two fixed cargo decks and two 
hoistable decks each consisting of separate panels. The 
fixed cargo decks can accommodate up to about 88 trucks 
and trailers or 449 passenger cars and the 2,000 square 
metres of hoistable car decks can accommodate up to about 
168 passenger cars. Loading and unloading of the cargo is 
through the stern and bow ramps on main deck. A total of 
two passenger decks on Decks 7 & 8 can accommodate up 
to 1,215 passengers, including:

•	 164	passenger	cabins	

•	 One	self-service	restaurant

•	 One	Truck	Driver	Restaurant

•	 One	Duty-Free	Shop

•	 Two	bars	(coffee	shop	and	pub)

•	 One	First	Class	Lounge	equipped	with	138	x	180°	
reclining seats

•	 One	Economy	Lounge	equipped	with	254	reclining	seats			

The LD-Lines 1200 Pax Ferry (roPax)
Principle Dimensions:

Length overall 161.0m approx.

Breadth (moulded) 25.60m approx.

Design draught 5.80m approx.

service speed 19.0 knots

Project supervisor, Project Lead Managers 
and Asst. Project Lead Managers:

1. Tan Ching eng (Project supervisor)

2. Nigel Koh (PLM)

3. Cai Honggang (PLM-structure)

4. Balbheem surpali (APLM)

5. utpal saha (APLM)

6. Tan Hock Chye (APLM)

Hull
Left to Right: Nigel Koh, Marjes Joy Benellen, Li Fu Ping, Zhou Mifeng, Robin Chin, 
Zaw Thina, Balbheem Surpali, Khokan Karmakar, Alwino Anthony Dias,  
Debanjan Das, Cai Honggang, Utpal Saha, Yeong Kheng Yeow, Li Aimin, Zhang Chi, 
Naik Suraj Basu, Tan Hock Chye, Chen Cheng

marine Systems
Left to Right: Kenneth Low, Zhang Rui, Biswajit Bhattacharya, Xu Jianyang,  
Yu Jia Yi, Wang Xiao Bing, Hu Yu, Ong Soon Boon, ghosh Sukalyan, Ng Kim Khoon, 
Pawan, Atul Sakhalkar, Wu guan Ying, Yu Shuang Jiu, Ng Chun Wee,  
Zhang Zhong Min, Tan Zhenling, Sim Kai Jing, Jenny Bay, Li Min, Tao Min Yin,  
Quek You Jing, Yang Yi Lin (absent: Ong Tuck Wei & Ian Lin)

electrical
Left to Right: Justin Varghese, Kelvin Lim, Prabhu, Rachel Wong, Tee Long Thai,  
Cai Yue Bin, Rama Raju, Yeong Sei Mee, Pang Kee Yong, guo Enshun,  
Patrick Teong, Ong Wan Hup

The LD-Lines 1200 Pax 
Ferry is a roll-on/roll-off 
Passenger ferry (roPax) 
design and build by  
ST Marine for Louis 
Dreyfus armateurs 
S.a.S. (LDa) of France. 
The roPax is a first in 
Singapore’s shipbuilding 
history and it involves 
complex and meticulous 
designs, state-of-the-
art technologies and 
exacting engineering 
applications to build. The 
4,900-dwt roPax, once 
delivered in first quarter 
2010, will operate in the 
central part of the english 
Channel, between Le 
havre and Portsmouth, 
for day and night 
crossing.
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on 18 September 2008 - vT Halter marine launched a 285-
foot Platform Supply vessel (PSv). Christened m/v HoS 
Coral, the PSv was built at the moss Point marine operations 
facility for Hornbeck offshore Services (Hornbeck offshore), 
LLC of Covington, Louisiana.  

on 30 July 2008 - vT Halter marine announced its purchase 
of two new cranes as it planned to increase construction lift 
capability requirements due to recently signed contractual 
requirements. The new cranes are outfitted with the latest 
state-of-the-art safety devices, load indicators, overload 
shutdown safety mechanisms and level sensors.

VT Halter Marine signed a contract in September 2007 valued 
at approximately $254m to build three 330,000-barrel tank 
barges for Crowley Maritime Corporation’s subsidiary, Vessel 
Management Services Inc. Due to the increased height and 
width requirements of the vessels, the present cranes in 
operation at VT Halter Marine’s Pascagoula operations were 
incapable of meeting the construction lift requirements. In 
addition to the 330,000-barrel barges, VT Halter Marine’s 
current contracts represent more than 70,000 tons of 
fabricated steel assemblies averaging more than 300 tons 
each.

The addition of these state-of-the-art cranes, rated at 310 tons 
with 210 feet of main boom and 40 feet of jib, enhances the 
lift capability for VT Halter Marine to meet current and future 
building requirements.

on 13 August 2008 - vT Halter marine held the Laying of the 
Keel ceremony for the missile range Instrumentation Ship 
(T-AGm 25) currently under construction for the US Navy.

The key part of the ceremony was the “Authentication of the 
Keel” which symbolizes the verification of the keel being ‘truly 
and fairly laid’. Bearing that honor was the Ship Authenticator, 
Ms. Paula A. Desutter, Assistant Secretary of State for 
Verification, Compliance, and Implementation, U. S. Department 
of State. Ms. DeSutter’s signature was welded into the keel of 
the T-AgM 25, effectively memorializing and preserving this 
important milestone for the life of the vessel. Ms. DeSutter, 
the principal policy liaison to the U. S. Intelligence Community, 
assists the Bureau in verification and compliance issues relating 
to the U. S. assessment of other nations’ compliance with arms 
control, nonproliferation, and disarmament commitments. Her 
extensive background in verification and intelligence make 
Ms. DeSutter the perfect candidate to lend her signature and 
support to the T-AgM 25.

The T-AgM 25 will replace the USNS Observation Island and 
be the support platform for the Cobra Judy Replacement 
(CJR) Program which provides worldwide, High Quality, High 
Resolution, Multi-wavelength radar data. VT Halter Marine 
won the detail design and construction contract award for the 
vessel in September 2006 with delivery scheduled in 2010. 
Upon delivery, the T-AgM 25 will be crewed by Military Sealift 
Command, whose storied history goes back to 1949 and 
includes responsibility for supporting Operation Iraqi Freedom 
and Operation Enduring Freedom. Upon completion, the 

“VT halter Marine continues 
to grow its capabilities and 
position as a U.S. premier 
leader in the design and 
construction of medium-
sized ships. The new cranes 
now allow us to construct 
larger modules and increase 
our production capability.”

boyd e. KING
CEO, VT Halter Marine

VT halter Marine Launches 
Platform Supply Vessel

With accommodations for 28 people, the M/V HOS Coral is an 
ABS classed +A-1 Offshore Support Vessel, +AMS, +DPS-2, 
ACPC. It will be US flagged and USCg inspected. Upon its 
delivery to Hornbeck Offshore the PSV will operate within the 
US gulf Of Mexico supporting deepwater drilling activities. 
The PSV’s main propulsion is 6000 BHP and its service speed 
is approximately 12 knots with a total of 1,430 kW of electrical 
power.

VT Halter Marine plans to complete and deliver the M/V HOS 
Coral in the fourth quarter of 2008.

VThM enhances Capabilities  
With Crane Purchases

26 September 2008 – vT Halter marine Inc and the National 
oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NoAA) launched 
the fourth of a series of new fisheries survey vessels designed 
to study fish quietly without altering their behavior.

Moments before the ship was launched into the Escatawpa 
River, Bell M. Shimada was christened by her sponsor, 
Susan E. Lautenbacher, an educator and wife of retired Navy 
Vice Admiral Conrad C. Lautenbacher Jr., the Secretary of 
Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere and an administrator 
of NOAA. 

The vessel is the fourth of the same class designed to 
meet NOAA’s Fisheries Service’s specific data collection 
requirements and the new standards for a low acoustic 
signature set by the International Council for Exploration of 
the Seas. The 208-ft. Bell M. Shimada and her sister ships 
were built for NOAA by VT Halter Marine as part of the 

VT halter Marine and 
noaa Launch Fourth 
Fisheries Survey Vessel

Department of Commerce and NOAA fleet replacement 
strategy to provide world-class, state-of-the-art platforms for 
U.S. scientists.  

“once bell m. Shimada goes into service, NoAA will 
have the latest fisheries research technologies operating 
on the east, west, Gulf, and Alaskan coasts,” said vice 
Admiral Lautenbacher. “This will ensure we have the 
most accurate data on the nation’s commercial fisheries to 
make the best ecosystem-based management decisions. 
Today’s christening and launch event is a major milestone 
toward achieving that goal.” 

Bell M. Shimada was named by a team of students from Marina 
High School in Marina, Calif., on Monterey Bay, who won a 
regional NOAA contest to name the ship and subsequently 
participated in her keel laying ceremony in June 2007. The 
contest was an educational initiative to help students learn 
more about their region’s marine and coastal environment as 
well as to generate a greater interest in scientific studies.

The ship’s namesake was known for his contributions to the 
study of tropical Pacific tuna stocks, which were important 
to the development of West Coast commercial fisheries 
following World War II. Dr. Shimada and his colleagues at 
Pacific Fisheries Oceanic Investigations--Honolulu Laboratory 
were among the first to study the population dynamics of 
tunas and the oceanography affecting their abundance and 
distribution. Shimada joined the laboratory in 1948 and in 
1952 moved to the Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission 
in La Jolla, Calif. Dr. Shimada and fellow commission scientist 
Townsend Cromwell were lost in a plane crash in June 
1958. Shimada Seamount in the eastern equatorial Pacific is 
named in his memory.  Dr. Shimada’s son, Allen, is currently a 
fisheries scientist with NOAA.

VT halter Marine Keel Lays T-agM 25 USnS  
observation island replacement Vessel

vessel will be added to a fleet 
of other Oceanographic and 
Hydrographic survey ships, and 
special mission ships, built by a 
‘Halter Shipyard’.

“The keel laying ceremony 
for the T-AGm 25 marks a 
significant milestone in the 
construction of the vessel. 
vT Halter marine is proud to 
share this event with our long 
standing customer, military 
Sealift Command.”

boyd e. KING
CEO, VT Halter Marine
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On a balmy morning at Raffles Marina on 6th August, ST 
Marine held a team building workshop - “Forging High-Powered 
Partnerships” for its management and engineers.  It was 
heartening that the event was also attended by engineers from 
the Republic of Singapore Navy, led by Col Low Yong Joo.

The full day workshop was conducted by Mr Ramesh 
Muthusamy, Master Trainer of Adam Khoo Learning 
Technologies group. A blend of fresh strategic ideas, 
interjected with light-hearted anecdotes showed how we 
were limited by our own beliefs and assumptions when 
working together in a team setting. 

“Forging high-Powered Partnerships”  
– a team building workshop

After several team bonding games, it was further 
demonstrated to the participants the importance of listening, 
deriving solutions by focusing on planning instead of rushing 
into the act, and the benefits of working together as a team. 
At the end of the day, the many smiling faces and warm 
embraces concluded the workshop as a memorable, useful 
and “awesome” one. 

“We hope this workshop will motivate all participants to 
shift their paradigms to achieve success in their teams by 
discovering their individual personality traits, and that of 
others to build a win-win relationship, be it at work or in 
their personal life,” 

Chang Cheow Teck
President of ST Marine.

Dr Tan Kim Siew, Permanent Secretary (Defence Development), 
MINDEF was warmly welcomed at ST Marine for an official 
visit on the morning of 18 September 08. He was accompanied 
by Col Jackson Chia, Head of Naval Planning, Republic of 
Singapore Navy (RSN) and Mr Teo Chin Hock, Director of Naval 
Systems, DSTA.

During the visit, he was given an update on the progress 
of the current naval programmes undertaken by ST Marine.  
Dr Tan, Col Chia and Mr Teo also toured the shipyard and were 
given a preview of the Submarine Support and Rescue Vessel 
(SSRV) being built in our workshop. The SSRV, made up of 
two key systems: the ship and the rescue payload, is specially 
designed to meet the requirement of RSN’s submarine 
support and rescue operations.

Visit by Permanent Secretary 
(Defence Development), MinDeF
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It was a beautiful Saturday morning when ST marine staff 
arrived at the Christalite methodist Home on 30th August 
2008. This was part of a series of ongoing Community 
Projects initiatives by ST marine. 

On arrival, we had a short tour and discussion of the residents, 
facilities and history of the Home given by the Home’s Senior 
Welfare Officer, Mr. Mahmood.  

The Christalite Methodist Home is a “last resort” for most of 
its residents. Most are non-violent elderly or mentally unable 
to cope, mostly without any next-of-kin. Yearly, ST Marine 
staff helps out in the maintenance and cleaning, eg. painting, 
cleaning of hard to reach areas, general repairs etc. 

On that day, STM volunteers refurnished 13 set of wooden 
and cast metal benches. Split up into three teams to clean, 
sandpaper and paint. The benches were painted with shellac 
and black paint. Another group of two teams carried cleaning 
of dining area and laundry room louvers and windows as 
well as sweeping and moping walkways around the central 
courtyard. One team was cleaning the high, hard to reach, 
fans and lightings in the laundry room.

At about lunch time, after three and half hours of hard work, 
volunteers cleaned and packed up our working area and had 
lunch. We donated some food and drinks personally brought 
to the staff to pass on to the residents. Before boarding our 
buses to return home we said our last good bye and thank 
you to the residents and staff of Christalite Methodist Home. 

Community Project -
CHrISTALITe meTHodIST Home vISIT

ST Marine Scholarships & Training 
awards Presentation Ceremony 2008

ST marine held its annual Scholarships & Training Awards 
presentation ceremony on 23 August 2008.   The event 
marked the commitment that ST marine placed on 
developing our human resource and grooming outstanding 
young people to become leaders in our company.

 A record high of 15 recipients were awarded this year.  Above 
their academic achievements, these individuals were selected 
as they demonstrate leadership potential, commitment 
and sense of duty.   Two of them would be pursuing their 
undergraduate studies in United Kingdom and the remaining 
thirteen in local universities and polytechnics.  All are in 
engineering courses specializing in naval architecture, marine 
and offshore technology.

ST Marine’s president, Mr Chang Cheow Teck presented the 
awards to the recipients at the Ceremony. In celebrating their 
achievements, he also accord recognition to their parents 
who were also invited to the Ceremony, for their patience, 
sacrifices and guidance in nuturing and supporting them.

Congratulations to all our scholars and training awards 
recipients! We wish them every success in their studies!

To foster a spirit of camaraderie in ST Marine, the Sports and 
Recreation Club together with the HR Dept organised its first 
‘Tools Down Day’ on 3rd October 2008 at the Clementi Sports 
Stadium. Nearly 1000 employees gathered, as the sun sets, 
to participate in the mass fitness workout and support their 
colleagues in the ST Marine 7-Aside Soccer League.

Mr Chang Cheow Teck, President of ST Marine, sounded the 
horn to kick off the first match of the soccer league between 
golden Brothers and Support Dept. At the same time, fitness 
instructors led the rest of the company in a mass fitness 
workout. For variety, games station with hula hoops, Chatek 
and skipping ropes were also set up for yesteryear fun. On 
the main field, 10 teams battle their way with the team, Elect 
& Friends, emerging as the team with the highest score for 
the day. After a good workout, everyone was rewarded with 
a healthy pack comprising of an apple, fruit bun and bottled 
water. At the end of the event, 10 lucky winners walked 
away with $40 NTUC FairPrice vouchers from the “guess the 
highest scoring team contest”. 

Tools Down Day

“The key objective of 
this Tools Down Day is 
to enable us to bond 
together in a more 
conducive setting - to 
build friendship, empathy 
and team spirit. a better 
work environment would 
create stronger team 
performance to help build 
a stronger company.” 

Chang Cheow Teck
President of ST Marine.

Scholars and Training Awards Recipients with Mr Chang Cheow Teck (2nd row 
centre in blue) and Management Staff at the 2008 ST Marine Scholarships & 
Training Awards Presentation Ceremony. 

“GREAT EFFORT...COMMENDABLE PROJECT...
IT’S BRIGHTEN THE HOME!
The Home greatly appreciates ST Marine 
services and support for helping us in the  
up-keeping of the Home. We look forward to  
your continuous support and generous 
contribution in the future.

Thank you once again.”

Mr Mahmood Bin Unang 
Senior Welfare Officer

Thank you letter from the Christalite Methodist Home
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3rd international 
Trade Fair for 
Water, Sewage, 
refuse, recycling 
and natural energy 
Sources (iFaT 
China) 2008

SMM (Shipbuilding, Machinery and Marine Technology) is 
a biannual fair highly regarded as the leading international 
maritime industry trade fair. This year the fair covered 11 halls 
with a total area of 87,000m2, attracting 1,965 exhibitors from 
55 nations as well as some 47,000 trade visitors. ST Marine 
participated in the stand of our german agent, Combitrade, 
together with other worldwide shipyards it represents.

The stand is well located in the middle of Hall B3, where all 
major shipyards’ agents are also located. We were extremely 
busy on all 4 days of the exhibitions as traffic flow was 
overwhelmingly good. 

SMM 2008, 23 – 26 Sept 2008, 
hamburg, germany 

“The fair provides an 
excellent opportunity to 
meet up and maintain 
contact with both new 
and existing customers. 
i was able to cover lots 
of grounds by meeting 
many key personnel and 
decision makers from 
various companies. it was 
well worth the effort and 
preparation, that’s why 
SMM is one exhibition we 
never miss.” 

mr Tay Lay San, 
Senior Commercial Shiprepair Manager

This year’s IFAT CHINA has certainly proved to be one of the 
most important and most comprehensive trade fairs for the 
environmental industry in Asia with 362 exhibitors from 25 
countries presenting their new products and services from 
23 to 25 September in the Shanghai New International Expo 
Centre (SNIEC). 

The fair attracted 11,200 trade visitors from 72 countries 
from countries such as Japan, Thailand, Korea, germany and 
Vietnam. In addition, more than 130 speakers were involved 
in over 120 lectures where experts and audience met and 
discussed the current status of environmental technology. 
Nearly 5,300 trade visitors came to the forums, lectures and 
workshops.

“i’m glad we exhibited 
in iFaT China 2008. 
The quality and the 
variety of the attendees 
were very good and 
the fair was a fantastic 
platform to showcase our 
capability. The networking 
opportunity was great 
too, we talked to so many 
visitors, our throats were 
hoarse after the event.”

mr roland Ang, General manager
STSE Engineering Services. 
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This year’s Best Kaizen Award saw the Champion award 
going to Hull Benoi, with general Fitting as the 1st Runner-up 
and four Merit awards to Docking Benoi, general Fitting, Hull 
1 and Hull 2.

Hull Benoi clinched the Champion award of $5,000 with its 
project “To reduce the cycle time and man-hour in Processing, 
Fabricating and Assembling of Lifting Car Decks”. The 
winning project was for the Ro-Ro Project which requires the 
fabrication of 54 pieces of lifting car decks. The champion 
team worked on allocating a dedicated area with supporting 
processes rearranged at nearby locations to reduce the parts 
travelling distance. New jigs were introduced to further reduce 
the cycle time of the fabrication process. With the improved 
process, the Kaizen team successfully reduced the cycle 
time from 21 days to 6 Days; the man-hours from 1386hrs to 
778hrs; and the space required from 13 bays to 3 bays. 

The 1st Runner-up Kaizen team, general Fitting (led by Oon 
Teck Wee) won $2,000 for its “Pre-Outfitting for HVAC 
System” project. The team adopted the pre-outfitting concept 
for the HVAC system of Ro-Ro. By installing the ducting during 
the block stage while the blocks were inverted, the Kaizen 
project has resulted in reduced lead time for installations as 
all preparation work is carried out in the workshop, reducing 
man-hour required whilst air dampers were installed into the 
ducting to reduce man-hour in the air balancing process too.

The Merit award valued at $1,000 each went to the following 
four teams:

Best Kaizen award 2008
Docking Benoi, with the project “To optimize Syncrolift usage 
and improvement on Docking and Undocking of New Frigate” 
has enabled the New Frigate to dock stern-in, resulting in 
reduced staging works and costs-saving by the other trades 
when carrying out propeller, shafting and rudder works. The 
team achieved this through innovative docking processes, 
thus allowing the vessel to be easily transferred to site “B” to 
avail the Syncrolift for the docking of other vessels.

The Kaizen project “To reduce the lead time of cabin fabrication 
by introducing modular concept” by general Fitting (led by 
Isaac Lee), also won the Merit Award for its introduction 
of installation processes under the modular concept which 
saw an increased output in capacity to meet the shortened 
construction schedule for the Ro-Ro.

The third Merit Award winner went to Hull 1’s project “To 
improve up time and increase thru-put of CNC cutting 
machine”. In optimising the cranes’ movements and working 
area, the team sped up the movement of plate and cut parts, 
resulting in an increased thru-put in the number of cutting 
plan per day.

Finally, Hull 2’s Merit Award project “To increase thru-put of 
one-sided welding machine” increased the thru-put of the 
one-sided welding machine to meet increased demand of the 
Hull fabrication workshop by reducing the travelling distance 
of the parts. The team not only pre-arranged the panels to be 
joined in the correct joining order but also relocated the panel 
preparation work near to the one-sided welding machine. 

Congratulations to all teams – you deserve it!

The Champion - Hull Benoi

Merit Award - general Fitting Merit Award - Hull 1

1st Runner Up - general Fitting

Merit Award - Hull 2

Merit Award - Docking Benoi
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